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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Love and Promise is a story played out
against the backdrop of a rural Upstate New York community where the grandson of Lebanese and
Italian immigrants endeavors to overcome prejudice. A farm boy struggles to be accepted for his
accomplishments rather than his ethnicity and lineage. James Rahin, tired of living the life of a dirt-
poor farmer, dreamt of the good life. He wanted a nice house, a new car, and clothes that were not
hand-me-downs. He observed that the glaring differences between his poor friends and relatives,
and those who had the things he craved to have, was wealth. People with money either own a
successful business or they were educated professionals. In his junior year of high school Jim
became obsessed with the idea of attending college. His goal was to attend college and law school.
Jim s attitude about life and women hardens when his older brother married an attractive blond.
Jim saw the responsibilities of marriage forever alter Joe s priorities. Attending college could no
longer be one of his brother s goals. Jim...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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